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Abstract
Vehicles typically access the Internet via cellular networks, instead of WiFi net-

works, mainly due to the ubiquitous coverage of the former. Nevertheless, sup-
porting vehicular network connectivity via WiFi is beneficial for many reasons, for
example: (i) it can reduce the load of traffic carried by cellular networks; and (ii)
it can reduce operational costs of groups of mobile clients which require constant
network connectivity, e.g., fleets of autonomous vehicles, expected to be constantly
moving in urban roads, in large numbers.

In this work, we first observe that our current understanding of WiFi cover-
age is based on outdated ‘war driving’ surveys, which provide only a partial view,
since they only consider (i) open authentication Access Points (APs); and/or (ii)
APs belonging to a single commercial Extended Service Set (ESS) (e.g., Comcast’s
‘XFinity WiFi’). We use data from a crowdsourced data-gathering platform to show
that complete coverage - i.e. including closed WiFI APs and hotspots of multiple
providers - is rather pervasive along selected routes in urban environments.

Based on our preliminary results, we propose an architecture with three compo-
nents: (i) achieving good trade-offs between AP selection quality and anticipation;
(ii) guaranteeing short authentication delays despite the lack of infrastructure-side
fast authentication support; and (iii) incremental adaptation of full WiFi infrastructure-
based designs, recently proposed in the literature. To tackle these problems, we
design and evaluate system designs which distribute and coordinate the task of AP
selection between clients and brokers running the Cloud or edge Clouds. This ap-
proach allows AP selection to be based on richer sets of data, which would not be
available if selection were to be made exclusively at either the client or based on
reactive Cloud-side database front-ends. Moreover, we propose to leverage recent
developments in mobile edge computing and/or alternative protocol approaches to
circumvent an often-found lack of infrastructure-side support for fast authentication,
essential to accelerate the critical path of handoffs in vehicular scenarios.
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1 Introduction
We consider the problem of using WiFi networks to support vehicular Internet connectivity. We
look at the design space regions explored in related work, and identify three areas with potential
for improvement: (i) AP selection; (ii) authentication acceleration; and (iii) suitability of recently
proposed ‘full infrastructure support’ designs (e.g., [41]) to existing WiFi deployments.

1.1 WiFi Mobility for Vehicular Clients
We describe the high-level problem tackled in this thesis with the example in Fig. 1.1, which
represents a portion of a WiFi mobility session of some vehicle. Assume time to be divided in
discrete small intervals of size ∆ t, with t ∈ Z. We show a simple model of a mobility session,
taking place in time interval [t0, t0 +T ]. A client i moves and crosses three Access Points (APs),
two included in Extended Service Set (ESS) A1, and another included in ESS B. During the
whole session, the client is under cellular coverage, and it may occasionally rely on cellular
networks to complement WiFi connectivity disruption.

Our objective is to satisfy some objective function during the mobility session, e.g., maximize
the amount of data transferred over WiFi, minimize RTT latency, etc. Assuming an objective of
maximizing transferred data, our problem can be formulated as shown below:

max
Ci,j [t]

∀t∑ ∀j∑
Ci,j[t] ri,j[t] (1.1a)

Expression 1.1a models the amount of data transferred during the interval [t0, t0 + T ], in which
ri,j[t] refers to the bitrate of the link between the client-AP pair {i, j} during the time interval
t; and Ci,j[t] is a binary variable which tells if client i is connected to network j at interval t.
Intervals with WiFi connectivity disruption can be modeled by a zero-filled Ci,j[t] array, e.g.
during handoffs as in [th, th + ∆ th] in Fig. 1.1. In essence, solving Problem 1.1a consists in (1)
estimating the bitrate variables ri,j[t]; and (2) finding an appropriate array of Ci,j[t] variables, at
every time t.

Expression 1.1a is meant to be illustrative of the problem we propose to tackle in this thesis,
and should not be taken as a definitive formulation. For example, there are alternative represen-
tations of the Ci,j[t] variables, and other objective functions that use other variables than bitrates
ri,j[t] (or a combinations thereof), all of which proposed as subjects of research in this thesis.
Furthermore, Expression 1.1a shows a simplified version of the problem, as it does not take
cellular connectivity into account. For example, we can explore the benefit of having cellular

1 A Basic Service Set (BSS) is defined as a group of WiFi stations (clients) and a single AP. An Extended Service
Set (ESS) is defined as a group of APs, all connected to the same logical network segment (e.g., same IP subnet),
and all identified by the same Service Set Identifier (SSID), which serves as the network name visible to mobile
stations.
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Figure 1.1: WiFi mobility session model.

available for exchanging control information and/or possible limited amounts of data. This can
be modeled with constraints, e.g., as shown in Expression 1.2a:

max
Ci,j [t]

∀t∑[[ ∀j∑
Ci,j[t] ri,j[t]

]
+ Ci,cell[t] ri,cell[t]

]
(1.2a)

subject to
∑∀tCi,cell[t]

T
< α, (1.2b)[ ∀j∑

Ci,j[t]
]

+ Ci,cell[t] > 0 ∀t, (1.2c)

α shown in constraint 1.2b is a value between 0 and 1: its purpose is to limit the usage of cellular
networks to a fraction of the session time. In addition, we specify that the vehicle should be
connected to at least one network at every interval t (constraint 1.2c). This includes one (or
more) WiFi APs (and possibly the cellular link).

1.2 Motivation
In practice, vehicles access the Internet via cellular networks, mainly due to their ubiquitous
coverage. Cellular base stations cover large areas (from 1 km to 10s of km) and their deployment
is carefully planned by mobile carriers. This keeps the number of handoffs low, and allows for
‘make-before-break’ handoffs while under the service of the same carrier. To a vehicle, this
translates into continuous Internet connectivity, with few interruptions.

In contrast, the coverage of WiFi APs is narrower (10s of meters, in practice), ESSes are
typically small, and their deployment is often unplanned. As a result, in-car Internet connectivity
over WiFi is highly susceptible to interruptions, even in urban areas. WiFi coverage in urban
roads in understood to be poor, as reported by ‘war driving’ surveys conducted in the early
2000s [9, 12, 13], and even more recently [18]. However, these coverage surveys are only partial,
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since they either focus on the coverage of (1) open authentication WiFi Access Points (APs) [9,
12, 13]; or (2) APs belonging to a single commercial ESS [18] (e.g., Comcast’s ‘XFinity WiFi’).
We use data from a crowdsourced data-gathering platform called Sense My City [19, 35] to show
that the complete WiFi coverage - i.e. including ‘closed’ WiFI APs and multiple commercial
WiFi network providers - is rather pervasive in urban environments.

The usage of WiFi during mobile sessions is beneficial to cellular network operators, for two
reasons: (1) it potentially reduces the load of traffic carried by cellular networks [19]; and (2) the
deployment costs of a system that manages the joint use of WiFi & cellular networks is relatively
low, since the APs which support these under-utilized WiFi networks are often owned by ISPs
that also operate a cellular network. Such a system can also reduce operational costs of groups of
mobile clients which require constant network connectivity, e.g. fleets of autonomous vehicles,
expected to be constantly moving in urban roads, in large numbers [24]. Regardless of the
cellular technology in place when autonomous vehicles become a common sight in urban roads,
one can expect cellular network connectivity to be more expensive than that of WiFi networks.

Regardless of the advantages given above, the potential of WiFi as a support for vehicular
Internet connectivity is dependent on the spread and quality of WiFi signal coverage in urban
roads. If coverage is not pervasive and/or of bad quality, the gains to be drawn from WiFi usage
will be negligible. Therefore, we look into WiFi performance data collected in an urban area in
Porto, Portugal [35] to answer the following feasibility questions:

• How pervasive is WiFi coverage in urban roads?
• What is the quality of WiFi signal in urban roads?
• How much time do vehicles have to handoff between ESSes in urban roads?
• For how long can vehicles maintain WiFi connectivity while cruising in urban roads?

1.2.1 Dataset
We use the the Sense My City (SMC) [35] dataset, which contains mobility traces, collected by
208 distinct users during a period of four years ( between 2012 and 2016), in the city of Porto,
Portugal. We are particularly interested in the dataset of joint GPS and WiFi beacon records,
collected using different models of Android OS-based smartphones. GPS data is sampled at
1 Hz, and includes latitude, longitude, speed and errors. The data extracted from 802.11 beacons
includes SSIDs, BSSIDs, operating channels, authentication mode and received signal strength
(RSS). 92% of all beacon records are spaced by less than 5 seconds between each other.

To restrict ourselves to APs visible from roads, we only consider WiFi beacons recorded in
20 m × 20 m cells overlapped with urban roads. We obtain the GPS positions of urban roads
from OpenStreetMap [28], considering highways as well as primary, secondary, tertiary and
residential roads.

1.2.2 WiFi coverage in urban roads

Fig. 1.2(a) shows that a vehicle are likely to observe 5 to 10 APs2 as it traverses a 20 m × 20 m
road cell. Thus mobile clients have a relatively large pool of potential connection opportunities

2We identify APs uniquely by the Basic Service Set Identifiers (or BSSIDs).
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at their disposal when they move along consecutive road segments. Fig. 1.6 shows the pools of
APs to choose from are denser in inner areas of the city, with a steep decline in AP density as we
move to the perimeter. Thus, the potential for WiFi to support Internet connectivity to vehicles
is concentrated in inner arteries.

Fig. 1.2(b) shows that the distribution of ESSes seems to closely follow that of the APs,
suggesting an approximate 1:1 AP-to-ESS ratio. However, we found that a few ESSes are able
to cover a large portion of road cells. We can link (at least) ∼60% of the APs to five ISPs,
which we hereafter refer to as ‘WiFi operators’. We define ‘operator’ as either (i) a city-wide and
open WiFi network (e.g., Boston’s ‘WickedFreeWiFi’); or (ii) an ISP (e.g., Comcast), which in-
cludes closed APs (i.e., APs reserved for private residential or business use); and open APs, i.e.,
hotspots such as Comcast’s ‘XFinity WiFi’. The term ‘open’ refers to the use of IEEE 802.11
open network authentication [34], and Internet access over some of these hotspots typically re-
quires authentication at the application layer, e.g.WISPr [45]. Fig. 1.3 shows that the set of open
hotspots belonging to some operators - which potentially form a single ESS - are capable of
single-handedly cover∼60% of the road cells, particularly for operator ‘ZON’. The combination
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Figure 1.6: Number of APs detected per session and 20 m × 20 m cells, in Porto. The highlighted
roads (a, b, c and d) are used as case studies for handoff behavior (see §1.2.4).

of all operators reaches a coverage of ∼80% of the road cells.
While these circumstances are particular to Porto, this mix of scenarios is interesting from

a practical perspective, suggesting that Porto can be used to test solutions which can either be
supported by a single ESS or by multiple ESSes. The question of whether a single operator is
capable of single-handedly serve vehicular clients along urban roads in Porto is addressed more
thoroughly in §1.2.4, in which we look at handoff behavior along a set of selected roads. In
addition, the difference between the coverages of closed and open ESSes is negligible for most
operators. This is also interesting from a practical perspective, since a solution supported by
open ESSes may be easier to evaluate in the field.

1.2.3 Quality of WiFi coverage in urban roads
Fig. 1.5 shows that the majority of received signal strengths (RSSes) recorded in passages by
20 m × 20 m road cells below -70 dBm. These conditions are not ideal, since -70 dBm is con-
sidered a minimum signal strength threshold for reliable packet delivery [22]. Fig. 1.5 shows
that the portion of ‘good’ cells - i.e., those with mean RSS above -70 dBm - is limited to ap-
proximately 10%. However, we note that the devices used for data collection were Android
smartphones, in many cases positioned inside a vehicle and/or in a user’s pocket. WiFi radios
equipped with higher gain antennas and/or more appropriately located in a vehicle are likely to
increase the mean RSS. Moreover, as shown in our study on handoff behavior (see §1.2.4), the
RSS distribution improves in selected roads. E.g., Fig. 1.7 shows ∼25% of RSS readings above
-70 dBm in roads A, B, C and D in Fig. 1.6. These are relatively long roads, which witness
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Table 1.1: Session statistics for selected roads.

Road Length # of APs Session info
Median speed Median distance Median time

A 1610 m 377 6.9 m/s 625 m 176 sec
B 3080 m 145 8.2 m/s 828 m 132 sec
C 1242 m 104 9.2 m/s 742 m 81 sec
D 3180 m 259 6.5 m/s 866 m 146 sec

considerable amounts of traffic. Designing a vehicular mobility management system capable of
serving Internet over WiFi along such roads would thus be useful.

Channel utilization is another important factor which influences WiFi performance. This
is specially true for the 2.4 GHz band, in which Co-Channel Interference (CCI) and Adjacent-
Channel Interference (ACI) between APs is prevalent. Fig. 1.4 shows that as a mobile node
traverses different cells, it is likely to find more than 1 AP operating in one of the three non-
overlapping channels in the 2.4 GHz band (i.e., channels 1, 6 and 11). On the other hand,
the data shows that the 5 GHz band is under-utilized, despite having a larger number of non-
overlapping channels, even considering bandwidths larger than 20 MHz. Thus, the 5 GHz band
holds significant bandwidth potential. The question of weather 5 GHz is appropriate for vehicular
WiFi connectivity is briefly addressed in our preliminary results in §2.2.4, which shows that AP
operating on the 5 GHz can provide high throughput over ranges up to (at least) 100 meters.

1.2.4 Handoff behavior in urban roads
Finally, we use the SMC dataset to estimate the handoff behavior of vehicular WiFi sessions, in
a real urban scenario. More specifically, we look for answers to the following questions:

1. How much time do vehicles have to handoff between APs?
2. How often is a vehicle expected to handoff between APs and ESSes? Equivalently, for how

long can a vehicle stay connected with the same AP or ESS?
3. For how long can a vehicle maintain WiFi connectivity to APs visible from roads, under
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different constraints?
In order to answer the questions above, we estimated the handoff behavior of vehicular WiFi

sessions along four different roads in Porto, Portugal, identified as roads A, B, C and D in Fig. 1.6.
Information about the selected roads and associated SMC data traces are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.1. We have chosen these roads due to their (i) relatively long extension, with a relatively
high number of APs; (ii) large density of data points; and (iii) straight line geometry, which
simplifies analysis.

We compare two basic AP selection strategies: (1) a client-based and reactive strongest RSS
strategy, which selects the AP with best RSS at a given position; and (2) a pro-active ‘scheduled’
strategy which attempts to maximize the coverage distance along the road, and minimize the
number of handoffs. For the best RSS strategy, we consider a method similar to that proposed
in [15, 23], which uses RSS readings averaged over time and hysteresis, in order no reduce the
number of handoffs: the vehicle switches to a new AP if the averaged RSS of the subsequent AP
is 5 dBm higher than the current AP, at some road position x. In the ‘scheduled’ strategy, the AP
selection plan is computed pro-actively by analyzing WiFi channel metrics collected along road
segments. We first determine AP coverage blocks, i.e., stretches of road that each AP covers
with good signal (i.e., RSS above -70 dBm). Then, we create a short sequence of APs which
maximizes coverage: we start by picking the first coverage block at the start of the road, and then
we iteratively pick the next overlapping block which maximizes coverage. To minimize handoffs
we remove coverage blocks which (i) are too small (i.e., below 10 m); and/or (ii) excessively
overlap with each other. For both strategies, we assume vehicles cross the entirety of the roads.
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The purpose of these two strategies is to compare a purely client-based AP selection approach
with a simple data-driven approach, which benefits from the involvement of an additional system
piece, e.g., hosted as a Cloud service.

We also consider four types of AP selection restrictions, for each of the strategies: (i) any, i.e.
the vehicle is free to select any visible AP; (ii) any open AP, i.e. the vehicle can only select APs
from open networks belonging to any WiFi operator; (iii) only open APs of operator ‘ZON’;
and (iv) only open APs of operator ‘Meo’. We have limited the range of operator restrictions to
‘ZON’ and ‘Meo’, as these are the operators with larger open coverage in the city (see Fig. 1.3).
The point of these plans is to get real-life reference values of the trade-offs between handoff
frequency and road coverage for different AP selection strategies.

How much time do vehicles have to handoff between APs?

In Fig. 1.8 we show the estimated (i) AP coverage block sizes (i.e., stretches of road with RSS
above -70 dBm); and (ii) block overlap distances, for each of the four selected roads. The block
overlap distance refers to stretches of road on which a vehicle can connect to two consecutive
APs. Thus, this metric is directly related to the distance - and thus time - vehicles have to
handoff between APs. Fig. 1.8(a) shows that only 50% of the block sizes are larger than the
10 m threshold. Likewise, Fig. 1.8(b) shows that the bottom ∼50% coverage overlaps are below
10 m, with the top 50% between 10 and ∼80 m. Taking the range of median session speeds in
Table 1.1, this translates to handoff windows below 1.5 seconds in the bottom 50% of the cases,
going as high as 12.3 seconds.

According to a recent vehicular WiFi studies [41], these values are lower than the 5 second
handoff windows required by IEEE 802.11r Fast Transition Roaming [1]. This time requirement
is not due to the AP transition operation itself - earlier work shows transition times in the order
of 10s of milliseconds [7] - but rather for IEEE 802.11r to reach the decision of transitioning
between APs. In theory, IEEE 802.11r assumes prior selection of an AP by the client, and its
only purpose is to reduce authentication delays [7]. We analyze the frequency of ESS handoffs
and the extension of ESS road coverage below.

How often do AP and ESS handoffs occur? For how long is a moving vehicle expected to
stay connected to a WiFi network?

Figs. 1.9 and 1.11 show the number of AP and ESS handoffs estimated for each of the AP selec-
tion plans and roads. As a complement to this result, Figs. 1.10 and 1.12 show the percentage of
road length for which the vehicle is expected to stay connected to a WiFi network, for each of
the plans and roads. These give us a real-life result on the trade-offs between handoff frequency
and road coverage for different AP selection strategies.

Both strategies perform the same in terms of road coverage. In terms of number of handoffs,
the scheduled strategy can reduce the number of handoffs without coverage penalties, in spite of
the optimizations we apply, which eliminate short and/or excessively overlapping AP coverage
blocks. Open ESSes from major operators can provide nearly the same coverage as an unre-
stricted collection of private and open APs, with a much lower cost in terms of ESS handoffs.
Nevertheless, in any of the roads, the unrestricted AP selection plan delivers the best coverage
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%, in all cases 40% or higher.
While none of these specific scenarios can be generalized to all urban areas in the globe, this

result shows that Porto provides a good mix of scenarios on which we can test different solutions,
e.g. solutions which take advantage of good open ESS coverage and solutions which handle the
necessity of frequent ESS handoffs.

1.3 Design space

WiFi coverage is sectioned into many BSSes and ESSes, specially in an urban road scenario
with pre-existing WiFi infrastructure, deployed in an uncoordinated manner by multiple entities.
As such, a mobile client needs to handoff between different APs and ESSes as it moves along
consecutive segments of a road. Ideally, handoffs should be ‘seamless’, i.e. incur limited to no
disruption to services running on top of WiFi connectivity.

When designing a WiFi mobility management system - i.e., a system that implements some
type of optimization towards seamless handoffs in IEEE 802.11-based networks - one must take
three design considerations into account: (1) which handoff phases to optimize; (2) a set of
general optimization strategies to apply in each phase; and (3) at which system part one shall
implement such techniques.

Handoff phases: Despite some lack of consistency in nomenclature, we posit that handoffs in
WiFi networks can be partitioned in six phases:

1. Triggering: The WiFi client identifies the need to look for other APs to connect to, other
than the currently associated AP. Triggering methods are usually implemented in the WiFi
NIC’s firmware [23].

2. AP discovery: The client builds a pool of candidate APs to connect to. This is typically
done via active or passive WiFi channel scans.

3. AP selection: The client picks an AP to connect with, out of a pool of candidates.
4. Authentication: This involves client authentication at different levels: (a) legacy IEEE

802.11 authentication and association steps (2 RTTs), (b) typically a WPA2 4-way hand-
shake [42] (2 RTTs), and (c) optionally other types of authentication, e.g. IEEE 802.11x [7]
or WISPr [], which involve a variable number of RTTs with a RADIUS server.

5. Host configuration: Typically, the client acquires an IP address via DHCP.
6. Upper layer adjustments: Maintain end-to-end sessions between the client and remote

peers - e.g., TCP sessions, VoIP sessions, etc. - despite the occurrence of handoffs.

Optimization strategies: Since handoffs involve a succession of well known stages and in-
teractions between clients and APs, the space of optimization strategies can be defined as: (i)
reducing the time spent at each phase; (ii) reducing the number of message RTTs required in
each phase, which is related to (a) by avoiding timeouts caused by packet loss; (iii) improving
quality of decisions made in each stage; and (iv) using redundancy (e.g., connection to multiple
APs, sub-division of transport sessions with MPTCP, etc.).

Place of implementation: The optimization strategies for each phase can be implemented ex-
clusively on the (i) client side, (ii) WiFi infrastructure side (i.e., APs, WLAN switches, WLAN
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controllers, local AAA servers, etc.), (iii) as a service or broker running at the Cloud side, or (iv)
a combination thereof.

1.4 Related work

In this section, we address the following question:

If we wanted to design a state-of-the-art system capable of providing seamless handoffs to
vehicular clients in IEEE 802.11 networks, using nothing but pieces from related work, how

would we build it?

Below we answer this question by looking at different design space regions, following the
classification given in §1.3. At the end of each discussion, we leave a verdict on the status of the
specific problem, i.e. if the problem is solved or only partially solved, and why. Finally, we iden-
tify unexplored design space regions which can be further explored to improve the perfomance
of WiFi mobility management systems.

Triggering decisions based on RSS

The baseline for handoff triggering is to follow a break-before-make approach, based on the
signal received from the currently associated AP. The metrics used by these schemes are typically
the instantaneous RSS [23] and/or consecutive beacon loss rates [23]. One can do better by
merging triggering into AP discovery and selection, enabling make-before-break handoffs. The
typical approach is to have the client continuously collect RSS measurements from any nearby
APs, over windows up to 10 seconds, and then make handoff decisions based on the comparison
of smoothed RSS time series from different APs [15, 23]. In [23] the authors propose and
evaluate different decision criteria: e.g., hysteresis, RSS trends, short-term RSS predictions. The
same method is applied to vehicular clients in [15], with significant reductions in connectivity
disruption times. We hereafter use the solutions given in [23] as a reference for ‘strongest RSS’
AP selection methods.

Verdict: Solved. The state-of-the-art already gives enough pieces to achieve make-before-break
handoffs, with only simple modifications on the client side, namely the technique of averaging
RSS time series and using hysteresis.

Scanning delay reduction

RSS-based triggering and AP selection require scanning (active or passive) to obtain RSS data
from surrounding APs. Passive scanning has long been identified as a major source of handoff
delay [30], specially if all channels in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands are probed. An imme-
diate improvement is to have clients scan only a subset of frequencies, according to empirical
evidence observed and cached by clients [13, 39], or according to graphs of AP adjacencies
computed by APs [38]. The data structures created by WiFi infrastructure-side techniques such
as the latter can be disseminated to clients via protocols such as IEEE 802.11k [1]. The same
information can be loaded by clients from third-party brokers [26, 32]. These techniques reduce
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AP discovery durations from 10s of seconds to 100s of milliseconds. Other techniques include
offloading the scanning function to a secondary WiFi NIC, while a primary NIC handles data [8],
which eliminates scanning from the critical path of handoffs. Scanning can be skipped altogether
using geo-referenced handoff triggers. In [11], vehicular clients use a database of historic geo-
referenced RSS measurements, later used to determine the points along a route in which a client
must handoff between consecutive APs. This method leverages the long-term stability of RSS
measured at particular locations.

Verdict: Solved. Scanning delays can be significantly reduced or virtually eliminated. Reduc-
tion is possible by having the radio scan a subset of all available frequencies. The state-of-the-art
already provides pieces that enable the selection of channel subsets, implemented at all different
parts of a mobility management system. Furthermore, scanning delay can be virtually eliminated
by having the client execute handoffs based on alternative observations, e.g., its GPS position,
when provided with a lookup table indexed by such observations.

Throughput-aware AP selection

Purely RSS-based AP selection has a key limitation: RSS alone cannot be used to predict the
throughput provided by an AP. Besides RSS, throughput is affected by other factors: (a) the
load at the AP, (b) co-channel interference (or channel contention), (c) adjacent-channel inter-
ference and/or (d) deliberate upstream bandwidth caps imposed by ISPs. To predict throughput,
previous work has proposed client-side improvements based on passive [43] and active measure-
ments [27]. Active measurements consist in deliberate measurements of throughput (and other
metrics) for the purposes of AP selection, and as such require the client to complete associations
with nearby APs beforehand. This alters the critical path of handoff pahses, and clashes with
the timing requirements of vehicular handoffs. Nonetheless, the history of active measurements
taken by stationary clients can be stored in a third-party database, which can then be used by
mobile clients to improve AP selection [26, 32]. In [15], vehicular clients keep local databases
of throughput (and delay) measurements to gradually compute AP quality scores, as a comple-
ment to strongest RSS AP selection. However, these methods improve strongest RSS selection
iff (1) throughput does not change significantly between stationary and mobile scenarios; and (2)
throughput per AP is stable over the timescales of database updates. On the standardization end,
IEEE 802.11e [10] defines messages that allow APs to include load information in beacons, in-
cluding number of connected stations and channel utilization. Passive measurements can be used
prior to association, and since these are typically based on the analysis of beacon delays [43], can
take place during AP discovery. Even though these methods do not provide precise bandwidth
estimates, it is adequate as a (un)loaded AP classifier. However, this method can only provide
load predictions on the wireless link, lacking information about bandwidth caps imposed by ISPs.

Verdict: Partially solved. Cloud-side databases can improve the quality of AP selection by
storing and delivering metrics unavailable to purely client-based methods. However, these are
limited to long-timescale properties. WiFi infrastructure support provides hints based on metrics
observed over both instantaneous and variable interval timeframes, from multiple vantage points
(i.e., APs). However, this type of support is often vendor specific, and thus not always present in
the ESSes found in urban environments.
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RTT reduction in the authentication phase

Together with scanning, authentication is also a major source of delay in handoffs [30]. The de-
sign trade-off is between delay (partially proportional to the number of RTTs) and security guar-
antees at layer 2. An immediate option to minimize authentication delay is to use IEEE 802.11
open network authentication [34], albeit with no security guarantees. On the other extreme, one
can use IEEE 802.1x port based authentication [7], together with IEEE 802.11r Fast Transition
Roaming [1] to reduce the number of RTTs from ∼14 (including 10 RTTs to a RADIUS server)
to 4 RTTs to the AP. The key innovation supporting 802.11r is the anticipated installation of the
client’s cryptographic state in APs lying in the client’s path. This can be done via centralized
mobility prediction backed up by historical data [29], or reactive propagation of cryptographic
material over AP neighbor graphs upon handoff detection [25, 31]. These techniques are able
to reduce authentication delays significantly, but require high degrees of customization in WiFi
infrastructures, and typically only work within the context of a single ESS. In commercial ESSes
(e.g., Comcast’s ‘XFinity WiFi’), the current practice to handle the delay-security tradeoff is
to use WISPr [45] together with WPA2 using Dynamic Pre-Shared Keys (DPSKs). The client
should be able to (re-)use the shared secret during WPA2 4-way handshakes. This avoids the
delay of a 802.1x handshake in the first connection, and provides WPA2 security guarantees at
the expense of 4 AP RTTs at every subsequent BSS connection.

Verdict: Partially solved. The state-of-the-art can guarantee sub-second authentication delays,
provided that appropriate WiFi infrastructure support is in place. However, these assumptions
are not always verified in WiFi deployments, specially with commercial WiFi hotspots visible
from urban roads. In addition, the reliance on WiFi infrastructure support for authentication is
likely to increase, e.g., with the 802.1x requirement for commercial hotspot authentication pro-
posed in the Hotspot 2.0 technical specifications [44]; the requirement of the new Simultaneous
Authentication of Equals (SAE) handshake at every new AP connection, introduced by the recent
WPA3 certification program [2], which may also disable the use of IEEE 802.11r.

DHCP delay reduction

The culprit of host configuration delays is DHCP [9, 13, 33], specifically the timeouts that occur
when DHCP packets are lost during negotiation, which is very likely to occur with roaming
vehicular clients. Optimization techniques consist in altering the client’s network stack to reduce
timeouts and retransmission delays [13], optimizing state transitions in the client-side DHCP
state machine [6], and/or using client-side IP caching schemes indexed by BSSID [9]. These
techniques are able to reduce mean DHCP delays from seconds to 10s of milliseconds. The
latter is only effective if a client is expected to receive the same IP address while roaming across
APs and lease times are sufficiently long. The downside of these techniques is their reliance on
client-side modifications which often clash with mobile OSes restrictions.

Verdict: Solved. The state-of-the-art provides us with enough pieces to reduce DHCP delays
via modifications on the client’s network stack, specifically by reducing timeouts and optimizing
state transitions in the client-side DHCP state machine.
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Full and unrestricted support at the WiFi infrastructure

Single-channel architectures with ‘thin APs’ are arguably the best performing seamless handoff
system design [5, 41]. This option does not require changes to client devices, and obviates
the need for handoffs by having clients served by a single BSS for as long as they stay under the
coverage of the same ESS. This is achieved by instantiating client-specific virtual APs in physical
APs close to the client. To determine where to instantiate virtual APs for a particular client,
the infrastructure continuously monitors the quality of the links between client and physical
APs, using a specific decision metric (e.g., DHCP request packet loss [5], ESNR [16, 41]).
As an alternative, one can follow an reactive approach, allowing clients to explicitly instantiate
virtual APs by issuing directed probe requests [37]. For uplink traffic, the client simply transmits
WLAN frames towards the BSSID of the virtual AP, with duplicate frames received by multiple
physical APs, pushed up to a gateway and subsequently discarded. To correctly deliver downlink
traffic to the client, the infrastructure uses dynamic multicast trees [5], a distributed AP queue
management protocol [41] or centralized data-path scheduling [40]. For ease of presentation, we
hereafter refer to this type of systems as ‘full (WiFi) infrastructure support’ designs.

Verdict: Partially solved. Assuming complete freedom to customize the WiFi infrastructure,
the best design option for a WiFi mobility management is a full infrastructure support approach,
specifically a single-channel architecture with automatic instantiation of virtual APs, supported
by the continuous monitoring the quality of client-AP links and active management of downlink
traffic [5, 37, 40, 41]. However, it is unclear if the techniques used by these approaches are easily
transferable to existing WiFi infrastructures, and what are the best ways to realize such transfer.

1.4.1 Research opportunities
After the analysis given above, we identify three design space areas which can benefit from
further research to improve the Internet connectivity experience of vehicular clients in urban
road, namely: (i) AP selection; (ii) fast authentication mechnanisms for IEEE 802.11 networks;
and (iii) full infrastructure support designs. Below, we explain the specific problems we identify
in these areas.

AP selection: For vehicular clients, the anticipated computation of high quality AP selection
plans is fundamental to decrease handoff durations and thus avoid connectivity disruption. How-
ever, there is a trade-off between AP selection quality and the length of the anticipation gap (i.e.,
the time gap between the computation of the plans and their execution): e.g., plans computed
ahead of time cannot rely on metrics with short-term validity, i.e., metrics which are only mean-
ingful when measured instantaneously (e.g. RSS). WiFi infrastructure support achieves a good
trade-off between selection quality and anticipation (e.g., IEEE 802.11k [1], 802.11e [10]), how-
ever, this support is typically absent on existing WiFi networks found by vehicular clients along
urban roads. In addition, it is unclear if exclusive and uncoordinated AP selection at either the
client or Cloud side provides the best trade-offs between AP selection quality and anticipation.

Infrastructure-side fast authentication support: Authentication delay reduction in IEEE 802.11
networks (e.g., IEEE 802.11r [1]) is strongly dependent on WiFi infrastructure support, specifi-
cally in the anticipated propagation of cryptographic material among APs within single ESSes [25,
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31]. Support for fast authentication at the WiFi infrastructure side is not always present, specially
with commercial WiFi hotspots visible from urban roads. Typically, WISPr [45] requires interac-
tions with an authentication server at every handoff between different APs, even for APs within
the same ESS. In addition, the reliance on WiFi infrastructure support for authentication is likely
to increase, e.g., with the 802.1x requirement for commercial hotspot authentication proposed in
the Hotspot 2.0 technical specifications [44]; the requirement of the new Simultaneous Authenti-
cation of Equals (SAE) handshake at every new AP connection, introduced by the recent WPA3
certification program [2], which may also disable the use of IEEE 802.11r. We thus raize the
following questions:

1. Can we enhance AP selection decisions to include authentication delay information, and
thus reduce authentication delays in the absence of infrastructure-side fast authentication
support?

2. Can we improve the performance of infrastructure-side fast authentication support by co-
ordinating processes controling it at individual ESSes with a logically centralized broker?

3. Assuming the absence of infrastructure-side fast authentication support, are there alterna-
tive designs which can provide similar handoff delay reduction gunaratees?

Full infrastructure support designs: It is unclear how well full infrastructure support design
would fare in the context of pre-existing WiFi infrastructures, put in place by ISPs. For example,
it is not known if full infrastructure support approaches can scale to a large number of clients,
spread over a large urban scenarios. For example, in such designs, the best-case state complexity
scales linearly with the number of served clients, due to the need of continuously monitor and
keep state on an individual client basis; furthermore, the single-channel-per-client requirement
may not be suitable in dense AP scenarios with heterogeneous hardware.

1.5 Thesis statement and contributions

In this thesis, our goal is to show that:

Vehicular WiFi performance can be improved with data-driven processes running externally to
the client, distributed over multiple system agents (i.e., WiFi infrastructure and/or brokers in the

Cloud).

We examine three points in the design space of WiFi mobility management systems to better
understand how to squeeze the most out of WiFi as a support to vehicular Internet connectivity.
The work is organized as follows:

Understanding WiFi coverage ‘in the wild’: We use existing datasets and/or gather WiFi per-
formance data from real vehicular sessions. Our goal is to understand the current potential of
WiFi for supporting vehicular Internet connectivity, as well as to characterize seamless handoff
support in commercial WiFi ESSes.

(a) [COMPLETED] Analyze a dataset of geo-referenced WiFi beacons, collected during ve-
hicular sessions in a medium-sized city. The goal is to (i) understand the extent and quality
of WiFi signal coverage in urban roads; and (ii) get rough estimates handoff performance
in urban roads ( §1.2).
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(b) [IN PROGRESS] Collect and analyze WiFi performance data in real urban roads, using
commercial hotspots (e.g., Comcast’s ‘XFinity WiFi’). Our specific goals are: (i) obtain
realistic values of performance metrics (throughput, latency, channel utilization, etc.) and
handoff delays (at different phases); and (ii) understand the spread of different authentica-
tion protocols used in commercial APs (e.g., Web Portals, WISPr, 802.1x, etc.). This will
feed into our dynamic AP selection work, as well as our work on alternative methods for
fast authentication.

Distributed AP selection: In this part of the work we ask: Can we achieve a better trade-off
between selection quality and anticipation by distributing AP selection among client and Cloud
side brokers, instead of having it circumscribed to a specific part of the system?

To answer it, we build and evaluate designs that (i) compute AP selection plans at different
system agents (i.e., third-party brokers distributed over Clouds/Cloudlets, WLAN controllers or
APs in WiFi infrastructures); and (ii) execute AP selection plans according to different observ-
able variables.

(a) [PROPOSED] Concrete designs of broker-based AP selection systems.
(b) [PROPOSED] Evaluations of a subset of promising designs, through (i) testbeds of con-

crete implementations, to be deployed in controlled and/or urban environments; and (ii)
traces collected in controlled and urban environments.

Overcoming problems of infrastructure-side fast authentication support in IEEE 802.11
networks: We know how to accelerate the handoff authentication phase with appropriate WiFi
infrastructure support. However, in the lack of fast authentication support at the infrastructure
side, can we accelerate handoffs with additional support at the extreme ends of WiFi mobility
management systems? In addition: can we accelerate the authentication phase of WiFi handoffs
with alternative approaches to typical handshake-based protocols, adjusted to specific require-
ments of niche applications?

To answer these questions, we build and evaluate authentication solutions which either (i) im-
prove infrastructure-side authentication support; or (ii) compensate for the lack of such support.
For (i), we propose improvements based on the coordination of fast authentication processes
running at individual ESSes. For (ii), we propose concrete non-infrastructure-based designs
which attain similar authentication delay guarantees as infrastructure-based systems (e.g., IEEE
802.11r), by adding support at the extreme ends of WiFi mobility management systems (i.e.,
client(s), the Cloud and/or edge Cloud brokers).

(a) [PROPOSED] Concrete non-infrastructure- and infrastructure-based designs.
(b) [PROPOSED] Evaluations of a subset of promising designs, through (i) testbeds of con-

crete implementations, to be deployed in controlled and/or urban environments; and (ii)
traces collected in controlled and urban environments (borrowed from the first research
goal).

Incremental adaptation of full infrastructure support designs: In this part of the work we
ask: assuming an existing WiFi infrastructure (e.g., that of an ISP), what pieces from full in-
frastructure support designs can be transferred to improve the handoff experience of vehicular
clients? How can we transfer such techniques in an incremental manner?

To answer it, we propose to systematize the design space of existing WiFi architectures typ-
ically found along urban roads, and understanding where to incrementally fit specific design
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traits of full infrastructure support designs. Such traits include (i) fine-grained downlink packet
scheduling; (ii) constant client-AP link quality measurement; (iii) block ACK frame forwarding
over LAN backhauls; (iv) use of a single-channel architecture; etc. We are particularly inter-
ested in understanding how to make full infrastructure support designs scale to a large number
of vehicular clients, spread over a large urban scenarios; and how can we adapt these designs to
scenarios with heterogeneous AP parameters (e.g., multiple channels, heterogeneous hardware,
etc.).

(a) [PROPOSED] Concrete hybrid designs, i.e., designs suitable for existing WiFi deploy-
ments which borrow design traits from full infrastructure support solutions.

(b) [PROPOSED] Evaluations of a subset of promising design iterations in controlled testbeds
and/urban testbeds (if possible).
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2 Research Plan and Preliminary Work
The proposals we put forward complement existing WiFi mobility management systems in three
design space regions: (i) improving AP selection quality by distributing this function over dif-
ferent combinations of system parts (i.e., clients, WiFi infrastructure and Cloud broker(s)); (ii)
overcoming problems found in infrastructure-side fast authentication mechanisms; and (iii)
adapting full infrastructure support designs to the requirements and constraints found in ex-
isting WiFi deployments.

2.1 Overview
Each of our proposals is a module of a larger WiFi mobility management system, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.1. Each module can be circumscribed to or distributed among three different system parts:
(i) the clients (i.e., vehicles); (ii) the WiFi infrastructure (i.e., APs, WLAN switches, WLAN
controllers, local AAA servers, etc.); and/or (iii) a broker (or a federation of brokers) running in
the Cloud, including edge Clouds [36] 1.

AP selection: Instead of focusing the core of AP selection on a specific system part, we propose
to distribute this function over multiple system parts, using three inputs: (i) multiple WiFi perfor-
mance metrics, continuously collected at the interface between vehicles and WiFi infrastructure;
(ii) position and trajectory of vehicles; and (iii) static characteristics of APs visible from roads
(e.g., position, BSSIDs, ESSIDs, ISP affiliation, etc.). The output is an AP selection plan, en-
closing instructions for vehicles to execute handoffs: e.g., which APs to use while on the move,
which observations trigger handoffs, etc.

Authentication: Typically, the acceleration of the authentication phase relies on mechanisms
implemented within the WiFi infrastructure. However, such support is not always present. In
order to circumvent the lack of appropriate infrastructure-side support while maintaining short
authentication delays, we propose the placement of additional authentication acceleration mech-
anisms at the extreme ends of the system, i.e. on the Cloud and/or (mobile) edge Clouds. The
inputs to this module are the plans generated by the AP selection module and position and tra-
jectory of vehicles. The result shall be a reduction of authentication delays on subsequent APs
found along the vehicle’s trajectory, equivalent to the delays achieved with infrastructure-side
support.

Full infrastructure support: Designs such as those proposed in [5] and more recently in [41]
provide the best experience for vehicular WiFi clients. However, it is unclear how well full
infrastructure support design would fare in the context of existing WiFi infrastructures, put in
place by ISPs. We propose to systematize the design space of existing WiFi architectures typi-
cally found along urban roads, and understanding where to incrementally fit specific design traits

1We use the term ‘Cloud’ when referring to a set of powerful computation resources, located in a fixed position,
relatively distant from the client and WiFi infrastructures in terms of latency.
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Figure 2.1: Approach overview.

of full infrastructure support designs. We are particularly interested in understanding how to
make full infrastructure support designs scale to a large number of vehicular clients, spread over
a large urban scenarios; and how can we adapt these designs to scenarios with heterogeneous AP
parameters (e.g., multiple channels, heterogeneous hardware, etc.).

2.2 Distributed AP selection

2.2.1 Problems
AP selection consists in two steps: (i) the computation of AP selection plans; and (ii) execution
of the plans, at the client side. For vehicular clients, the anticipated computation of high quality
AP selection plans is fundamental to decrease handoff durations and thus avoid connectivity dis-
ruption. However, there is a trade-off between AP selection quality and the length of anticipation
gap (i.e., the time gap between the computation of the plans and their execution): e.g., plans
computed ahead of time cannot rely on metrics with short-term validity, i.e., metrics which are
only meaningful when measured instantaneously (e.g. RSS).

The state-of-the-art provides AP selection techniques that account with multiple variables,
e.g., RSS, throughput on the wireless link, throughput on the backbone link, etc. Such methods
are typically circumscribed to a specific part of a WiFi mobility management system, namely: (i)
exclusively client-based solutions; (ii) reactive Cloud-side services, typically front-ends to AP
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performance history databases; and (iii) solutions supported by the WiFi infrastructure. Support
at the WiFi infrastructure provides a good balance between AP selection plan quality and an-
ticipation, however, that level of support is typically absent on existing WiFi networks found by
vehicular clients along urban roads. It is also unclear if exclusive and uncoordinated AP selection
reliant on either client-side processes or reactive Cloud-side services provides the best trade-offs
between selection quality and anticipation. As such, we ask the following questions:

Can we achieve a better trade-off between selection quality and anticipation by distributing AP
selection among client and Cloud side brokers, instead of having it circumscribed to a specific

part of the system?

2.2.2 Proposed approach

AP selection design space

We posit that designs which aim at improving AP selection decisions can be classified along
three key axis:

1. Selection agents: The system part(s) where AP selection processes run.
2. Selection timescales: The amount of time for which a selection plan is valid, and in prac-

tice defines the anticipation gap. This is influenced by the validity timescales of variables
used as input to AP selection. E.g., longer timescales will only consider history of met-
rics with medium- to long-term validity (e.g. long-term throughput trends), discarding
instantaneous metrics such as RSS.

3. Observable metrics: Regardless of the metrics used to compute the selection plans, clients
must guide the execution of the plans according to directly observable metrics. E.g., clients
can execute such plans based on wireless link observations (e.g., RSS in beacons), observ-
able proximity to APs (e.g., BSSIDs caught in beacons), or observations unrelated to the
wireless channel such as GPS position of the vehicle. Another choice is to rely on explicit
signals sent by APs or over alternative channels (e.g., cellular, IEEE 802.11p [21], etc.).

AP selection designs

In order to tackle the problems given in §2.2.1, we propose to build and compare different AP
selection designs, each covering different points in the design space defined above. As a result,
we expect to gain a better understanding of the trade-offs between AP selection quality and the
anticipation gap length when combining disjoint regions of the design space. We also expect
to design solutions which achieve good compromises between these two indicators, and thus
improve the performance of vehicular WiFi connectivity using existing infrastructure.

We propose to combine different designs suggested by related work (see Table 2.1), and then
build our own distributed & dynamic AP selection designs, which combine disjoint and/or
unexplored regions of the design space, namely: (i) client-side agents and short timescales; and
(ii) Cloud-side agents with mixed timescales (i.e., both short and long) techniques, including
proactive brokers capable of running AP selection processes on behalf of the client. AP selection
plans are thus cooperatively computed at both client- and Cloud-sides, each using different sets
of metrics and timescales.
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Design Selection agents (& metrics) Timescale Obs. metrics
Client Cloud serv.

(1) Strongest RSS [23] Smoothed RSS
time series, with

hysteresis

- Short RSS

(2) Beacon delay [43] Strongest RSS +
beacon delay

bandwidth
estimation

- Short RSS + beacon
delay

(3) Scripted handoffs [11] - RSS per (x,y)
coordinates

Long GPS pos.

(4) AP quality scores [15] Strongest RSS +
local database w/
AP throughput

- Mixed RSS + BSSIDs

Table 2.1: Representative AP selection designs from selected related work.

Fig. 2.2 shows an AP selection plan example, along with an example of a decision process
running at a client. Fig. 2.3 shows how the AP selection plan can be used to guide AP selection
along a road. The vehicular client is continuously monitoring its surrounding environment and
listening for AP selection plan updates computed by an external broker. Environment and/or
plan updates - e.g., triggered by changes in GPS position, error, information collected in 802.11
beacons, etc. - raise events analyzed by a handoff decision module. The handoff decision - i.e.,
when and to which AP to handoff - can either be exclusively based on the AP selection plans
or on refinement of such plans, according to local observations. E.g., a broker aware of an AP
malfunction in segment [x3, x4] in Fig. 2.3 may not be able to suggest a definite candidate AP.
Alternatively, it may reduce the list of channels for a client to scan, which can then select an AP
based on a strongest RSS strategy or take advantage of other local observations such as AP load
information conveyed by 802.11e.

The specific format of selection plans is an open research question, to be addressed in this the-
sis2. We propose to dynamically balance the weights of each side on the AP selection outcome,
so that to tune the outcome to desired trade-offs between selection quality and anticipation gap,
and consequently WiFi performance. The specific approaches for calculating the aforementioned
weights are also open research questions.

2.2.3 Evaluations
We propose a mix of trace-based evaluations and testbed evaluations, in both controlled and
urban environments.
Trace-based evaluations: In a first phase, we plan to make trace-based evaluations using traces
collected in a controlled environment, e.g., along a service road in the university campus. In

2In the context of the optimization problem given in §1.1, we put forward a binary array representation - Ci,j in
Expr. 1.1a - which should only be taken as an abstraction.
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Figure 2.2: Example of AP selection plan and its usage at the client side.
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Figure 2.3: AP selection quality (measured in average throughput) be-
tween strongest RSS selection strategy and distributed AP selection plan
given in Fig. 2.2.

a second phase, we shall also use traces collected in an urban environment, ideally the same
environment where the motivation studies shown in §1.2 were made, i.e. urban roads in Porto,
Portugal [35]. If we cannot acquire trace data from third parties, this may require a trace col-
lection phase. The latter shall consist in ‘war driving’ along selected routes of Porto, Portugal,
while simultaneously connected to public/commercial ESSIDs provided by operators identified
in §1.2.2. To keep simultaneous connections to APs of distinct operators, we plan to use an inde-
pendent WiFi NIC per operator, each maintaining independent sessions. To select representative
routes for ‘war driving’, we plan to use urban-scale WiFi beacon collections already available
to us [35]. The purpose of trace-based evaluations is to obtain approximate but quick perfor-
mance comparisons between virtually any AP selection algorithm design, before committing to
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its implementation and deployment in a real scenario. Comparisons are to be made according to
a measure of AP quality, which shall depend on the objective function used in AP selection.

Testbed evaluations: Regarding testbed evaluations, we first plan to conduct them in a con-
trolled environment, along a service road in the university campus. The purposes are to evaluate
concrete implementations of a subset of promising AP selection designs, selected in the trace-
based evaluation phase. Finally, we shall conduct testbed evaluations in a real urban environment,
relying on commercial WiFi providers. Unfortunately, we cannot test all design space options in
an urban testbed. E.g., it is unrealistic to expect the cooperation from ISPs to test infrastructure-
based solutions that require changes to APs and/or controllers. As such, we can only eval-
uate infrastructure-based solutions relying on (i) typical Cloud infrastructures (e.g., Amazon
AWS [3]); and/or (ii) edge Cloud computing platforms, if available (e.g., Lambda@Edge [4],
Paradrop [20], etc.).

2.2.4 Preliminary work

We conducted trace-based evaluations to compare one of our proposals - scripted handoffs (SH)
guided by throughput history - against previously proposed AP selection designs, namely designs
1 and 3 in Table 2.1.

Trace collection: Our traces were collected in a controlled setup, composed by two pairs of
APs, each pair positioned in the ceiling of two enclosed skyways in a university campus. The
APs operate in different channels and channel bandwidths: in each pair, one AP operates in the
2.4 GHz band with 20 MHz channel bandwidth, another in the 5 GHz band with 40 MHz channel
bandwidth. The skyways are distanced ∼55 m apart, at a height of ∼10 m from the ground, and
overlook a service road within the campus, along which we drive a bicycle back-and-forth, at
a constant speed of ∼15 km/h. The bicycle is equipped with four pairs of WiFi NICs. In each
pair, a first NIC is used as a wireless station, connected to the same AP throughout the trace, thus
establishing an individual station-AP link; a second NIC is set to monitor mode to log wireless
frames in the respective channel. In each link, we transfer UDP packets at a constant rate in the
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Figure 2.6: RSS profiles over circuit distance,
for different directions of movement.
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Figure 2.7: Throughput profiles over circuit dis-
tance, for different directions of movement.

downlink direction, i.e. from the APs to the station in the bicycle. In addition, we continuously
collect the GPS position of the bicycle, using a Nexus 5 smartphone. An overview of the setup
is shown in appendix A.

AP selection methods: In Fig. 2.4, we compare the expected data volume and median through-
put delivered by our design - scripted handoffs guided by throughput history - with that delivered
by the competing designs. We assume the selection plans computed by each technique are cor-
rectly executed by the hypothetical vehicle. The ‘optimal’ series establishes an upper bound in
terms of data volume and median throughput, and it should not be interpreted as a realistic AP se-
lection method. Its results are obtained by selecting the AP which delivers the highest throughput
at each and every 0.5 second interval.

For the strongest RSS design3[23], we smooth RSS over periods of 5 seconds and an hystere-
sis parameter ∆ = 5 dBm. We consider a special variant of strongest RSS selection which limits
the choice of APs to those operating in the 5 GHz band. For the RSS-based scripted handoff
design [11], we select the AP with highest (smoothed) RSS at a particular road position. Road
positions are defined by their distance to one reference point at one end of the road, with gran-
ularity of 1 m. At every lap around our circuit, we look at the combined RSS history from all
previous laps to determine the best AP. Thus, the handoff locations may change over consecutive
passages by the same road position.

The method we propose uses the same base idea as in the RSS-based scripted handoff design
(design 3 in Table 2.1), but instead of using the smoothed RSS profile along road segments
as input for AP selection, we use other metrics (e.g., throughput, channel utilization, latency,
etc.). In this particular case, we only use the throughput per 0.5 second interval, recorded at
previous laps. The purpose of this approach is twofold: (i) evaluate the potential of guiding AP
selection according to observable metrics unrelated to the wireless environment - in this case,
GPS posistion (as opposed to RSS) - and (ii) understand which metrics are suitable as input for
exclusively Cloud-side AP selection.

Results & discussion: Fig. 2.4 shows that our SH design outperforms a typical client-based
strongest RSS AP selection strategy, i.e., one which considers both the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz band,
in terms of data volume and median throughput, motivating data-driven AP selection. This is

3The baseline for ‘strongest RSS’ methods used in our work is the ‘make before break’ version introduced in [23],
which uses a combination of smoothed RSS time series and hysteresis.
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because the 5 GHz WiFi networks in our setup were configured to use 40 MHz channel band-
width (channels 38 and 46), thus capable of delivering higher throughputs than the networks
operating in the 2.4 GHz band, despite the generally lower RSS values reported in 802.11 Bea-
con frames. Furthermore, our SH design outperforms all other variants in terms of number of
handoffs. Again, this is due to a large gap between the throughputs achievable in each of the
bands, which does not happen with RSS. A comparison between RSS and throughput profiles
over circuit distance is given in Figs. 2.6 and 2.74. Note that if we constrain the strongest RSS
strategy to the 5 GHz band, the performance of this method improves significantly, to similar
values to those of our SH design. However, this is extra information, typically unbeknownst
to the client unless specifically provided by the WiFi infrastructure, which can nevertheless be
known and provided by an AP selection system positioned in the Cloud-side broker. Further-
more, Fig. 2.7 shows that the points along the road at which a client should handoff between APs
can vary significantly according to the direction of movement. This difference is not as strong
when looking at RSS profiles, as shown in Fig. 2.6. This hints that using additional sources
of information which are specific to particular road segments, and typically not available to the
client, can benefit AP selection.

As shown in 1.2, in real-life urban roads the pool of APs are likely to be larger than four
APs, making the distinction between APs based on a single metric - e.g., throughput - more
difficult. In these cases, the distinction between APs may require additional selection criteria, in
the form of additional metrics and/or other criteria such as the type of AP (e.g., open, belongs
to operator x, etc.). We have seen from our simple experiments that such criteria may be related
to the movement of the vehicle and/or specific characteristics of road segments, which may have
a strong impact in AP selection and the timing of handoff execution. An important question is
what metrics will be important to ease such distinctions, which we expect to answer with our
trace collections in real urban scenarios. Furthermore, considering a large deployment with 100s
or 1000s or road segments, the continuous collection of metrics and subsequent computation of
AP selection plans as proposed here is likely to involve significant computation overhead to a
Cloud-side AP selection system. The here questions are if the gains in AP selection quality are
worth the overhead, and/or how can we reduce such overhead.

2.3 Overcoming problems of infrastructure-side fast authen-
tication support in IEEE 802.11 networks

2.3.1 Problems

From our analysis of related work, we saw that authentication delay reduction in IEEE 802.11
networks (e.g., IEEE 802.11r [1]) is strongly dependent on WiFi infrastructure support, specifi-
cally in the anticipated propagation of cryptographic material among APs within single ESSes [25,
31]. Furthermore, we know that authentication protocols typically (i) rely on in-band handshakes
(as opposed to a reliance on out-of-band), (ii) use symmetric-key cryptography (as opposed to

4Here the distance is relative to a reference point external to the circuit, beyond one end of the road.
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asymmetric-key cryptography), and (iii) either provide strong layer 2 security guarantees (in-
cluding encryption of each layer 2 link between station and APs), or none at all.

These design choices raise the following problems:

Strong dependencies on infrastructure-side support for fast authentication: Support for fast
authentication at the WiFi infrastructure side is not always present, specially with commercial
WiFi hotspots visible from urban roads. Typically, WISPr [45] requires interactions with an au-
thentication server at every handoff between different APs, even for APs within the same ESS. In
addition, the reliance on infrastructure-side support for authentication is likely to increase, e.g.,
with the 802.1x requirement for commercial hotspot authentication proposed in the Hotspot 2.0
technical specifications [44]; the requirement of the new Simultaneous Authentication of Equals
(SAE) handshake at every new AP connection, introduced by the recent WPA3 certification pro-
gram [2], which may also disable the use of IEEE 802.11r. We thus ask the following question:

In the lack of fast authentication support in WiFi infrastructures, can we accelerate handoffs
with additional support at the extreme ends of WiFi mobility management systems (i.e., client(s),

the Cloud and/or edge Cloud brokers)?

Unsuitability of in-band authentication protocols for niche applications: While suitable for
most use-cases, the in-band authentication protocols typically used in IEEE 802.11 networks are
not ideal for certain types of niche applications. E.g., Internet of Things (IoT) devices, which
are expected to work unattended for long periods of time, and powered by a single battery.
Authentication is specially difficult in the case of mobile IoT devices (e.g., ‘sticky’ IoT devices,
opportunistically attached to vehicles). Ideally such devices should be able to immediately send
their data to any AP in their vicinity, skipping any authentication handshakes5 We thus ask the
following research question:

Can we accelerate the authentication phase of WiFi handoffs with alternative approaches to
typical handshake-based protocols, adjusted to specific requirements of niche applications?

2.3.2 Proposed approach
To tackle the problems mentioned in §2.3.1, we propose to build and evaluate authentication
designs for IEEE 802.11 networks in three unexplored design space regions:

1. Non-infrastructure-based6 & passive designs, in which we include authentication-related
metrics in the AP selection processes discussed in §2.2.1, so that vehicular clients pick APs
in ESSes providing fast authentication.

2. Non-infrastructure-based & active designs, in which clients and Cloud-side brokers ac-
tively cooperate to overcome the lack of infrastructure-side fast authentication support in
ESSes.

3. Infrastructure-based & active designs, in which the AP selection processes running in
logically centralized brokers interact with the WiFi infrastructures of different ISPs, so that

5Ideally, such devices would skip the scanning and AP selection phases as well.
6We use the term ‘infrastructure’ when referring to the components of ESSes, i.e., APs, WLAN switches, WLAN

controllers, local AAA servers, etc.
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to enable pro-active decisions at the fast authentication processes running independently
at each of the ISP’s ESSes.

4. Infrastructure-based & disruptive designs, which depart from the in-band, handshake-
based authentication protocols typically used in IEEE 802.11 networks.

Infrastructure-based designs assume the existence of fast authentication support at the WiFi
infrastructure, while non-infrastructure-based designs assume its absence. In active designs,
the processes running at the extremes of the WiFi mobility management system - i.e., in the
client, Cloud and/or edge Cloud brokers - involve deliberate interactions with the WiFi infras-
tructure. More specifically, we envision interactions that (i) depart from the typical flow of the
authentication phase (i.e., legacy IEEE 802.11 authentication and association handshakes, WPA2
4-way handshakes, 802.1x handshakes, etc.); and/or (ii) are made between the Cloud brokers and
WLAN controllers in individual ESSes. Passive designs only involve interactions between sys-
tem extremes, and do not depart from typical authentication phase flows.

With these four general approaches, we expect to reduce authentication delays, regardless of
the presence of fast authentication support at the WiFi infrastructure. Even if such support is
present, we expect further reductions in authentication delay via the coordination the individual
processes running at each individual ESS by a logically centralized AP selection module, as
the one discussed in §2.2.1. We provide concrete examples for some of the above categories
below. These are only illustrative, and should not be interpreted as final proposals for each of the
categories.

Non-infrastructure-based & passive designs

These designs are complementary to the dynamic AP selection designs proposed in §2.2.1, with
the addition of input metrics that track the performance of authentication phase at the different
APs found along the vehicle’s trajectory (e.g., history of authentication delays at individual APs
and/or ESSes, specific authentication protocols supported by ESSes, authentication agreements
between ESSes, compatibility with commercial WiFi subscriptions held by the vehicular client,
etc.).

Non-infrastructure-based & active designs

Instead of relying on infrastructure-side support to propagate client-specific cryptographic ma-
terial among APs in advance, we can use a network of ‘surrogate’ nodes - external to the WiFI
infrastructure - for the same effect (e.g., mobile phones of pedestrians, other vehicles). These
nodes complete the authentication phase of subsequent handoffs - in advance - on behalf of a
client. This same idea can be extended to the host configuration phase, i.e., the DHCP hand-
shake. To accomplish this, we leverage (i) mobile virtualization substrates (e.g., Paradrop [20]),
capable of hosting third-party isolated containers; and (ii) a backend broker (e.g., hosted in the
Cloud), capable of managing the installation, instantiation and revocation of containers, and
monitoring the positions of vehicular clients.

Example: In Fig. 2.8, the backend predicts that client V1 will cross a portion of road covered
by AP 2 on ESS 2, which we henceforth refer to as AP 2.2. In order to reduce the authentication
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Figure 2.9: Example of content-centric authen-
tication protocol for mobile constrained devices.

delay of V1 on AP 2.2, the backend server selects V2 as a ‘surrogate’ for the ‘guest’ V1, and
instantiates a container in the virtualization substrate of V2 to perform an authentication hand-
shake on behalf of V1, which may involve authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA)
servers located upstream. Any state created at the surrogate container during the handshake is
securely transferred to the guest. As a result, when V1 crosses the coverage of AP 2.2, it can
either start sending data frames immediately or have the authentication delay reduced to 2 RTTs,
i.e. those of the legacy IEEE 802.11 authentication and association.

Infrastructure-based & active designs

We propose to enhance the processes that control cryptographic material propagation among
APs [1, 25, 31] in individual ESSes via data collected and processed by a logically centralized
third-party broker. E.g., this can be enabled by establishing a control channel between the broker
and a WLAN controller running in the ESS’ infrastructure, as previously shown in Fig. 2.1. The
design of the interfaces mediating the broker-ESS interactions remain open for research. This
broker may run in the Cloud, and may be based in the AP selection designs to be researched in
the first part of the thesis (§2.2.1).

Infrastructure-based & disruptive designs

Our goal is to build and evaluate alternative authentication designs for IEEE 802.11 networks,
considering combinations of the following design space options: (i) use of out-of-band agree-
ments (as opposed to in-band handshakes); (ii) use of asymmetric-key cryptography (which re-
lates to option i); and (iii) provision of a flexible set of layer 2 security guarantees, instead of the
binary ‘none’ or ‘full’ set of guarantees provided by today’s security standards, adjusted to the
needs of the applications.

Example: Fig. 2.9 shows an illustrative example, in which we apply the data-centric security
principles used in Information Centric Networking (ICN) [14]. We apply data-centric security
to allow clients (e.g., constrained IoT devices) to send data over WiFi networks using a single
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packet, ideally broadcasted over the wireless medium and picked up by one or more overhear-
ing APs. In this case, the client uses asymmetric-key cryptography to embed a signature in the
packet, which allows any third-party to verify (i) the authenticity of the data’s origin; and (ii)
the integrity of the enclosed data. In this scenario, a ‘third party’ can be an AP, a WLAN con-
troller, an AAA server, or a data consumer. Confidentiality could still rely on symmetric-key
cryptography, e.g. based on a key previously shared between the data producer and consumer.

2.3.3 Evaluations
We propose a two-pronged approach to evaluate our proposed designs: (i) testbed(s) in controlled
and/or real-life urban environments. and/or (ii) trace-driven simulations.

Trace-driven simulations: The objective of trace-driven simulations is to quickly compare and
select a subset of promising designs, to be implemented and evaluated later in real-life testbeds.
The simulations will be based on vehicular mobility traces, collected in real urban roads as part
of the research to be conducted in the first part of the thesis (§2.2.1). To simulate vehicle mobility,
we will use existing traffic simulation frameworks such as SUMO [17]. The remaining difficulty
then is to understand how to plug in parameters particular to each design.

Testbed evaluations: After selecting a subset of promising designs, our goal is to conduct
testbed evaluations in a real urban roads. Primarily, we wish to measure the reduction in handoff
delay when moving vehicles connect to the Internet via commercial APs. Some designs in partic-
ular may require evaluations of other metrics, e.g., failure rate of authentications, energy expendi-
ture overhead at the client side for non-infrastructure-based designs, and/or processing overhead
at APs, WLAN controllers, AAA servers, etc., for infrastructure-based designs. Additionally, we
wish to compare the performance of our designs against the state-of-the-art infrastructure-based
approaches such as IEEE 802.11r, other techniques for cryptographic material propagation over
APs, and advanced deployments of WISpr. Ideally, the comparison should be made against mea-
surements collected at real ESSes in which such techniques are applied. If that is not possible,
we shall resort to controlled testbed evaluations, in which we deploy small scale implementations
of each design.
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Figure A.1: Experimental setup for trace collections.

Skyway AP Channel Bandwidth

P1.x P1.1 11 20 MHz
P1.2 46 40 MHz

P2.x P2.1 6 20 MHz
P2.2 38 40 MHz

Table A.1: Allocation of channels and channel band-
widths per AP.
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Figure A.2: UDP throughput per channel (or
equivalently, AP), for the duration of the trace
collection session.
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Figure A.3: Bitrate reported in 802.11 frames (in
Mbps), per channel.
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Figure A.4: RSS reported in 802.11 beacons, per
channel.
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Figure A.5: Channel utilization, i.e. % of 1 sec-
ond periods with channel occupied, for each dif-
ferent channel used in trace collections (or equiv-
alently, AP).
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Figure A.6: Distances of mobile WiFi client
(i.e., bicycle) to each of the two distinct AP posi-
tions.
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